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The information presented here is not specific to any individual’s personal circumstances. It is intended to solely illustrate the application of
financial strategies and products to meet client goals. Meeting identified financial needs or implementing suggested strategies may involve the
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Introduction
2020 was a year of unimaginable change.. from the way we had to change our work day.. our
interaction with family & friends.. It’s been a lot to handle!  And today, many professionals and
business owners like you are feeling uncertainty, pressure, anxiety and stress both at home and
at work.

Planning for future retirement is a top priority for most professionals and business owners...
However, it is hard to plan ahead when there are plenty of other financial concerns and
distractions.

While many professionals and business owners say they are on track with their financial
planning, not all are confident or ready for retirement.. long working hours coupled with life
adjustments and managing other personal and family responsibilities, it can be easy for
professionals and business owners to feel overwhelmed.

When It Comes To Taxes, Wealth, And Retirement..

Here’s an analogy.. You come home from work one night.. and you realize that water is dripping
from your ceiling.. When would you call a plumber to get it fixed?.. Most likely, you’ll call the
plumber right away.. Because the longer you wait, the bigger the problem, thus the bigger the
cost to fix the problem!

When it comes to your retirement.. Do you have a
“leaky pipe” that will create bigger issues down the
road?

In this guide, the leak that I will be referring to is
taxes on your retirement assets and retirement
income.

I believe the US economic system is under enormous stress and it’s only a matter of time before
the” pipe” breaks. I believe that it is only a matter of time before the government will raise our
taxes. I’m introducing this guide to you as a way to start a conversation.. that there is a way
under our current tax system, to explore strategies that can save you money on taxes now and
achieve a tax-free retirement in the future.



Ask Yourself The Following..

❓Are you 100% confident you are going to have a great retirement.. or do you have some
doubt?

❓How much predictable tax-free retirement income can your portfolio deliver?

❓Do you think that you are paying more tax than you should be?

❓What strategies have you implemented to create more tax-free income?

❓Does your qualified plan allow you to take money out tax-free in retirement?

❓Would you like to be free of paying taxes on your retirement accounts after 5 years?

The Wealthy Professor Strategy Works For Many People Including..

✅ Anyone who believes tax rates will go up in the future.

✅ Investors that want to convert their 401(k)s and IRAs to a tax-free, low risk solution
with little to no out-of-pocket cost.

✅ Individuals who invested in annuities and want tax-free income.

✅ Business owners who want a corporate sponsored tax-free income strategy that is
tax-neutral.

✅ Individuals that want to leave a Generational Legacy that is tax-free.

✅ Investors who want less risk and feel more confident about their retirement.

✅ Individuals that HATE PAYING TAXES !!!



The TRADITIONALIST and The OPPORTUNIST

I’d like to walk you through a scenario..  You are
buying a house and you are looking to get a
30-year loan from the bank.

The bank says “sure we can give you a loan, you
have to pay the principal, but what we aren’t going
to tell you is what the interest is going to be.. (It
could be whatever we want it to be) and at the end
of 30 years you will have to pay us a big lump sum
for the interest that has accrued”..  Would you take
that loan?..  Of course not!

When it comes to contributing money into your qualified savings account, the government can
make up the tax rules as they go along.  Taxes on your retirement income will have an impact
on your wealth.

Most People Think Like a TRADITIONALIST.. What I mean by that is most people only
think the only way to accumulate retirement savings is by traditional means such as IRAs,
401(k), 403(b), SEP IRA, SIMPLE IRA, Profit Sharing Plans, etc.

What happens when they get into retirement, is they have to start paying taxes on the
distributions of these plans.. which ultimately erodes the compound growth of your account over
time.   It’s how we’ve been taught and wired over decades.

TRADITIONALISTS think paying taxes is a way of life

But if you are a high-income-earning professional or business owner, that doesn’t have to be the
case.. If you earn over $150,000 in household income, you are in the top 10% of income
earners in our country.. If you are a top 10% income earner, you can’t plan like the other 90%..
You have to plan differently.

If you believe taxes will have an impact on your retirement or better yet, you think taxes will go

up in the future, you probably need to think more like an OPPORTUNIST!

If You’d Like To Grow, Protect, And Keep Your Wealth, Keep Reading..



Why This Is Relevant For You RIGHT NOW !

These Are Unprecedented Times !!!

Markets are volatile..  Our US Debt is out of control.. 
Add to that the Coronavirus Crisis.. and the political unrest 
in our nation.

Most individuals are saving about 10% of their income 
every month towards their retirement.

I think that’s a good start..  But I have found that if you want to maintain the same income 
stream in retirement, an individual needs to be saving over 30%-50% of their income.

That’s a lot to ask with all the everyday bills that need to be met and taxes owed to the IRS.

No wonder it’s so difficult to save... initially when I meet with investors I discover they have 
been taking on more risk than they need to.

It’s the feeling of “how can I catch-up, pay less taxes, and do more?”

You Probably Are Wondering... “Is There A Better Way?”

That task of saving more does seem difficult to do and it can be 
overwhelming without the right plan.  The right plan isn’t just about 
saving more, it’s about how to be more efficient with your savings.

Everyday you wait, the more pressure you feel to catch up.  You pay 
more money in taxes, more opportunities are lost, and more wealth is 
ultimately wasted.



Do You Work With A TAX PREPARER Or A TAX PLANNER ?

The biggest challenge that I’ve found with professionals and business owners in general is that
if they are already working with someone, they believe that that individual knows everything
they need and has everything already covered.

For example, many professionals and business owners 
believe that their CPA is providing tax planning when they get 
their taxes done.  In reality, they are getting their tax history 
recorded.

When I initially approach them for tax planning, they say their 
CPA does that, when most don’t! Let me ask you,

What was the last great tax strategy that you, your CPA, your attorney, and your
advisor talked about in the last 6 months?

In almost all cases, the answer is... they really never have got together 
to talk about tax strategies that are relevant to today’s environment.

When I ask professionals and business owners... “Are you paying more 
than you need to the IRS?...  Do you want to keep doing that?...  or... 
Would you rather keep more money to yourself ?”... I get a totally 
different response...  They want to pay less taxes and keep the money!!

The most important element is getting an individual's attention and from 
there begin to show them the value that I can offer. I believe that taxes 
are the one area that individual’s hate enough that it’s the easiest door 
to come through if positioned correctly.

Having a plan that protects your assets, accelerates your retirement funds,
saves you money on taxes, and significantly boosts your savings will be the
key towards having the financial freedom that you dream of.



Why Should You Trust My Advice?
As a business owner and investor, I know how time can slip by, taking care of the business or 
household, ultimately leaving little time to take care of our future plans.

I've spent 31 years helping professionals, executives and business owners by educating them of 
their available options that will align their plans with their goals and dreams.

At the same time, I take my role as a fiduciary seriously to thoroughly uncover any inefficiencies 
and gaps in your current plan, using a process of data gathering, education and implementation.

I’ve discovered, tested and validated strategies and solutions that not only allow you to grow 
your funds in a tax-free bubble.  They also do so with a performance engine that can outperform 
the market in good times and lose less during times of trouble, with an option to not lose 
anything at all!

These same strategies have allowed my family and now, my friends and clients the opportunity 
to enjoy a far more abundant, richer, memorable and rewarding retirement.

“Your local advisors” probably haven’t explained these concepts to you because they lack the 
time to research topics, and quite honestly don’t understand the process, that only apply to a 
small percentage of their client base.

I wake up every day with a mission to add value to all the lives of all who cross my path.

Clients often ask me, “Why are you so passionate about introducing these concepts to so many 
others?” It really comes from working with people in need for so many years.  I am just as 
excited about helping to improve the financial health of families as I’m in taking care of my own.

My mission is to increase your income, accelerate growing your wealth, minimize your taxes and 
reduce your fees. By working with me, you will have more clarity, certainty and confidence 
knowing that you are in control of your financial future.  At the same time, you’ll be able to 
reclaim and focus more time and energy for yourself, your loved ones, your practice, and your 
business to enjoy a happier and more abundant life!

As a professional or business owner, your finances are complex. Your financial needs 
and priorities change throughout the years in a unique way. While No One Strategy 
Applies To The Myriad Variables Professionals and Business Owners Face, Here Are The 
“4 Key Tax Related Issues Having A Huge Impact On Your Wealth And Retirement Plans.”



4 Key Tax Related Issues Having A Huge Impact On
Your Wealth and Retirement Plans

1. TAXES: Will They Be Lower Or Higher In The Future?

Think About These Numbers From 2021 To 2025...That’s Four Years From Today!

💥 Our US Debt will go from 27 trillion to over 49 Trillion
💥 Our Unfunded Liabilities will go from 158 Trillion to over 205 Trillion
💥 Our M2 Money Supply will go from 19 trillion to over 47 Trillion

*The source comes from the USDebtClock.org

How Big Is $1 Trillion Dollars ???

1 Trillion Bills stacked together would equal
1,260 miles.. the distance between Seattle
and Minneapolis.

Source: U.S. national debt is the elephant in the room, Vancouver Sun,www.canada.com, November 7, 2008.

The Only 2 Ways To Combat The Growing Government Debt

SPEND LESS or TAX MORE

Are we spending less as a government ?..
NO !! We are Spending more than we ever have in the history of our country.

So The Solution Seems To Be... HIGHER TAXES



However, With Unprecedented Times, Come Unprecedented 
Opportunities!

Our Current Tax Rates Are Historically Low

When it comes to buying stock, you want to buy stocks when prices are low, and sell it when 
prices are high.

When it comes to repositioning your assets from a tax perspective, you want 
to do it when tax rates are low, so you can spend and keep more when tax 
rates are high.

You can do that because you repositioned your money in tax-free vehicles, thus creating a
tax-free income for life. I can help you do that in a way that will save you money on taxes now 
and in the future.



2. Why 401(k)s And IRAs No Longer Make Sense

This was an article written on Bloomberg.com.

In the article, the material discussed: Why 401(k) plans no longer make much
sense for savers.

“The tax advantages of the 401(k) depends on four factors, all of which have
changed dramatically since 1980 to the detriment of the 401(k).

For A Median-income Married Couple With Two Children:

1. The marginal federal income tax rate was 43% in 1980 ⇨12% today

2. The capital gains rate was 28% in 1980  ⇨0% today (15-20% for high wage earners)

3. The likely retirement tax bracket was 15% in 1980 ⇨12% today

4. Interest rates were around 15% in 1980 ⇨compared to 0% today

So the government offered huge tax savings to encourage retirement savings, while today it
offers little or no benefit.  The employer contribution is still valuable, but this has nothing to do
with the 401(k).

We have been slowly raising the temperature on 401(k) for 40 years, and we are nearing a point
that they no longer make sense for workers.

When You Retire, All Of Your Income Is 

Going To Be In One Of Three Buckets



When it comes to the order of where your money should go as you save for retirement,
free money is always going to be number one.  It’s what you get with a company match or an
inheritance.  The next strategy should be placing money in Tax-Free buckets.  But what most
people do is they skip over the Tax-Free Money and instead place their money in tax-deferred
accounts.

Examples of Tax-Deferred accounts are
401(k), IRA, 403(b), Sep IRA, Profit Sharing,
and Cash Balance Plans.  The problem is
most investors get caught in the trap of higher
taxes when they start taking money out of
their accounts.

There are strategies to help you build more wealth other than the traditional 
tax-deferred accounts that you are accustomed to. I can show you ways to 
build  wealth using Free Money and Tax-Free Money.



3. Not Knowing How To Legally Shield Your Retirement From The
IRS

Do You Know What The LARGEST EXPENSE Will
Be Over Your Lifetime?

Think Mortgage?  Health Insurance?  Credit Card debt? NOPE!

Many professionals and business owners that I have talked to
max fund their 401k’s, Profit Sharing, and IRA’s thru the advice
of their CPA, but often wonder if there’s more they can (or
should) be doing.

While traditional 401k’s and IRA’s are popular places to 
save money for the future, they certainly have a few glaring issues. These tax-deferred 
investments are not as safe (nor as good a deal) as you were probably led to believe.

Why?  Because they are ticking time bombs that need to be addressed right now.

It’s important once again to reiterate this point.. Taxes will erode your wealth faster than almost 
anything else. Withdraw $100,000 from that 401k account and you may see an immediate
$25,000-$35,000 disappear instantaneously… all because you thought you were doing the right 
thing by saving for retirement.

For decades, conventional wisdom has been that professionals and business owners should 
stash away as much money as possible into tax-deferred options, such as 401(k)s and IRAs, 
while they are working. The theory is you will have less income during retirement and, thus, fall 
into a lower tax bracket... We want to challenge these assumptions.

The reality is that due to the US Government’s rampant spending and failure to fund programs 
such as Social Security and Medicare, maintaining the country’s solvency will require steep 
increases in taxes... And this was the situation before the Covid 19 pandemic and billions in 
additional stimulus packages.

As we are forced to confront this reality, the question you must ask is how deeply future tax 
hikes might cut into your hard-earned savings.



The Truth Is That There Are TWO TAX SYSTEMS..

One For The INFORMED..  And One For The UNINFORMED.

As tax rates increase, and deductions decrease, Where will that leave you? Luckily, there are 
ways to grow tax-free wealth that can be withdrawn in (or even before retirement without any 
worry of what the prevailing tax rates are.

The largest expense you’ll pay over the course of your lifetime is taxes.. 
And it’s only going to get worse!

When it comes to investments, there are 3 ways they can be taxed (HINT: The government loves one 
of them and hates one of them

1. Tax Me Now or Taxable - with these investments, you use after-tax dollars to invest in the
account and you pay taxes on them every year. These are the least efficient investment
vehicles.

2. Tax Me Later or Tax-Deferred - with these types of investments, you use pre-tax dollars
to invest in the account and then you pay taxes when you withdraw the money. The
government and Wall Street has led you to believe that these are great - they aren’t.

3. Tax Me Never or Tax-Free - with these investments, you use after tax dollars (depending
on your company structure tax deductible) to invest and then never pay tax again. These
are the most efficient investment vehicles right now.

I Can Show You How To Reposition Your Wealth and Retirement
Into The Wealthy Professor Strategy



4. FORTIFY Your Wealth From Economic and Market Downturns

To “fortify” something means to protect against assault or attack, to secure, to place a defensive
barrier or work in order to protect.

Multi-billionaire Warren Buffett is a pretty smart investor. In fact, he’s so smart he’s been able to
boil down investing into just 2 rules…

Rule #1: Never lose money.
Rule #2: Never forget Rule #1.

Quick Question..   Have You Seen The Stock Market Lately?

It’s all over the place… and will only continue to become more volatile as more and more trading
is automated based on algorithms and large block trading. It’s enough to give you an ulcer
(medical pun intended).

But what if it didn’t have to be that way?

What if you could capture most of the upswing of the stock market and
economic growth… while fortifying against the downturns?

You gain when things are good and you protect yourself with a defensive barrier when things go
south.

This strategy is one of the biggest secrets wealthy professionals and business owners use to
stay wealthy.



How Is The Wealthy Professor Strategy Different From Other
Programs?

⭐ Provide more tax-free income.

⭐ IRA Conversion Strategy - Eliminate taxes on your IRA, without paying
the conversion taxes out of your pocket.

⭐ Employer Sponsored Tax-Free Strategy - Provide tax deductible solutions
that are tax-neutral for business owners and individuals.

⭐ Salary Leverage Tax-Free Income Plan - Provide a tax-free benefit
program that retains and rewards employees with little to no cost to the
company or individual.

⭐ Highly Appreciated Asset Sale - Collateral Program for business owners
who want to sell their business and significantly pay less taxes.  This
program provides control, flexibility and tax-free benefits for the business
owner.

⭐ Offer strategies that provide market-like returns with over 90% downside
protection.

⭐ Provide Solutions that can generate significant tax savings over existing
plans.

⭐ Provide solutions that can provide more wealth for surviving spouses and
family members.



Want To Learn More?
As the President and Founder of Rahn Wealth Management, LLC., I bring 30 years of advisory
experience to the table.

I work under a Fiduciary Standard which means that I’m obligated by law to do what is in my
client’s best interest.  As I hold my Series 6, 7, 63 and 65 and insurance license, my advice is
open architecture and virtually unlimited with regard to the investment horizon.

As an expert (and utilizing state-of-the-art technology and fully integrated financial planning & 
wealth management platform), I will work with you to organize and simplify your finances.

By delegating the task of personal CFO to Rahn Wealth Management, I believe you can gain 
more time to do the things you love.

By working with me, you will have more clarity, certainty and confidence, knowing that you are in
control of your financial future. At the same time, you’ll be able to reclaim and focus more time
and energy for yourself, your loved ones, your practice, and your business.. And enjoy a
healthier, happier and more abundant life!

Does This Make Sense to You?

If you want to discover how to GROW, PROTECT, and KEEP your wealth in a tax free bubble 
and the information in this guide resonates with you, then...

Let’s start by having a conversation

If you would like to discuss your unique circumstance with me 
please call or email to schedule a time to talk. 

Scott Rahn, AAMS, CKA

M-509-998-1001

Scott.Rahn@RahnWealthManagement.com



BE COMPOUNDING, ALWAYS
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